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Abstract 
Sub-microsecond timing accuracy for event tagging and multi-site syrlchronization 

is possible using the Global Positionirlg System. In order to maintain a high degree 
of accuracy during periods when no satellites are visible, a highly sta1,lc local time 
base is required. For those cases which require Cesililll oscillat,or stability, initial 
cost and continuing maintenance of the Cesium oscillator must he considered. A 
viable alternative is to  use the Global Positioning System and an oscillat,or disciplinixlg 
process. With this system, near Cesium, perforrnarlcu can be achieved using a more 
rugged lower cost Rubidium oscillator. Additionally, when 24 hour satellite coverage 
becomes available, system performance may surpass that of a Cesilrrri i r ~  long tcrxxr 
stability. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recerlt years, time syr~chronization requirements between rer-note sites has becorrie rrlora clr:rriiir~tilr~~ 
in terms of accuracy and stability. Power utilities are now looking I o synrhronizr s i tes  to under one 
microsecond t o  allow a means of maintaining grid stal~ilit~y wtii Ir inrrcasing power flnw, and to  time-lag 
power disturbances for location and analysis. Increasing dc~rnar~cjs for synchronniis tclccnrnnlunicatiur~fi 
requires both precise time and a stable frcquc:r~cy source at  all sites 

The Global Positioning Systerrl (GPS) presently offers the means to  satisfy sulj-r~iic:rost~c-nr~O tirnlng 
requirements worldwidc on a daily basis. Additionally, while the  slicx-t tcbrrr~ st al~ilit y of ilir (:)-'b i< 

fair, the long term stabil i t ,~ of t,hc Gl'S is excellent and approacllea the stability of t hcb Lr'I C' ?,lrnr 

source for GPS. 

Is it ,  possible to instill the long term stability characteristics of GPS iiito a i  low c:ost lorail osrillarnr whlc~; 
has good short term stability, thus satisfying both jntrr- sit,^ timing and local stability rcquircrrlc11t3 
with one system? In order to  do so, all long trrm drift and aging cllaracteristics of tlie I1rlt)iclir~rrl r r i u s !  

be removed without disturbing the short and rr~ccli~~rn tcrrri stability nf the oscillator. Additior:a!l! 
long term frequency accuracy must be improved while maintairlir~g ac:churat,c: t irr~c,. 

This paper presents the results achieved when a local Rulid~urli ost.illaror is c~isciplincii tn GP5 1-5: 

control algorithms were tested, one controllirlg for mro  frcc~ric~rlc-4 (':.I-or a11il nnr fr)r zrrn time err, ,;, 
The results of each are prescntcd. 

THE COMPONENTS 

Both of the algorithms t,cst,cd are designed to  remove aging and iong terrrl drlft corrlpor~c,r~t,s ill' f h. 
Rubidium oscillator while maintaining an accurate fretl~ic~nr-y. Thc first algorithm. 'l'ime and Itat? 



control, is an order 2, type 2 Phase Locked Loop which controls the Rubidium for zero time (or phase) 
error. This loop is designed to minimize the integral of frequency error over long term. The second 
algorithm, Rate control, is a Frequency Locked Loop which controls for zero frequency error. Both 
algorithms remove accumulated 1 Hz time error once per day. 

THE UNIT UNDER TEST is a GPS-based Digital Clock (GPS-DC) with integral GPS time 
receiver and miniature Disciplined Rubidium oscillator. The Rubidium oscillator serves as the local 
time base for both the GPS-DC clock electronics and the GPS receiver. The GPS-DC has a specified 
accuracy of 100 ns to  GPS and 250 ns to  UTC(USN0) when tracking satellites. 

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM is the standard upon which the disciplining process is 
based, and as such must be accurate and stable. Timing accuracy of GPS to UTC(USN0) is specified 
at  150 ns but has been reported to be as low as 35 ns["']. The long term stability of GPS is shown in 
Figure 1, which is the Allan Variance of GPS time transfer stability. Note with a 16 day r or sample 
period, the frequency stability ay(r) is 1.9 x 

THE GPS RECEIVER is a Rockwell Collins Navcore I receiver. Thc receiver has a basic timing 
accuracy of 100 ns to GPS time and 250 us to UTC(USN0) time when the receiver's antenna position 
is known within 25 m e t e r ~ [ ~ # ~ ] .  The GPS receiver outputs information in the forms of a 1 Hz on--time 
pulse and various serial data. Among the serial information outputted is the variable Range Bias, 
used in the disciplining process. With the GPS receiver placed in position hold mode, Range Bias 
effectively represents the difference between the GPS receiver's local internal time and GPS time in 
units of meters, directly translatable into seconds of error. Because the GPS receiver's local time base 
is the Rubidium oscillator, any medium to long term changes in Range Bias are dircctly attributable 
to changes in the Rubidium oscillator. Range Bias has a usable re~olut~ion of a few nanoseconds. 

THE DISCIPLINED RUBIDIUM OSCILLATOR is an FRS-C Miniature Rubidium Oscillator 
manufactured by Ball-Efratom. The oscillator has a C-field electrical tuning input which allows 
an adjustment range of 7.5 x 10-lo over 5 volts. The present FRS-C specifications (which will be 
improved) include a frequency stability of 5.0 x lo-" per month and 2.0 x pcr year. The 
frequency accuracy specification is 1 . 0 ~  lo-' per year. The temperature specification for this oscillator 
is 3.0 x 10-lo from -5 to  3-55 degrees C. and is not linear over the range. By limiting changes in 
ambient temperature to f 3 degrees and applying temperature compensation directly to the Rubidium 
oscillator, the effects of ambient temperature fluctuations are minimized. 

A block diagram of the disciplining process is shown in Figure 2. The Rubidium oscillator is used 
as the primary local time base for both the clock and the GPS receiver. The GPS-DC averages 
2,048 seconds of Range Bias values into a single datum once per day. In conjunction with the prt:vious 
day's datum, the oscillator's average frequency error for the previous 24 hour period is calculated. The 
clock then calculates the required disciplining voltage correction, sums the result with the temperature 
compensating voltage for the oscillator, and applies the resulting disciplining voltage to the Rubidium 
oscillator. 

THE TEST CONFIGURATION,  shown in Figure 3, was designed to allow cross-checking of 
acquired data, assuring unambiguous identification of error sources. All critical parameters were 
acquired using the data acquisition system. This system consists of a 16 charinel 12 bit Analog to 
Digital subsystem and an RS-232C data acquisition program running concurrently within a PC-AT 
clone. Approximately 1.2 Mbytes of data was accumulatcd per week using this systcm. 

Cesium to Rubidium timing performance was monitored using the clock's Time Tr~terval input with 
100 ns resolution. Performance was also monitored using an analog phase comparison of Cesium 5 Mhz 



and Rubidium 10 Mhz (both divided to  1 Mhz) with an effective resol~t~ion of 2 ns. This information 
was used to  compare time and frequency stability over a range of 100 secorlds to  40,000 scconds. 

The Loran-C 1 Hz and GPS receiver 1 IIz comparison was uscd as an  aid in initial systern setup and 
t o  monitor GPS and receiver time error events during the test. 

Rubidium disciplining voltage and baseplate temperature were acquircd via analog channels for mon- 
itoring purposes. 

TEST RESULTS 

First t o  be examined is the Rubidium rnedium term stability (under one day) cliltrrtc.t,cristic which is 
measured using the Cesium oscillator. Figure 4 shows the Allan Variance between t h e  I?ubidiurn and 
the Cesium oscillators. As can be seen by the plot, the oscillators arc well behaved, rcacl~ing a low of 
2.5 x 10-l3 a t  a r of 20,000 seconds. Both control algorithms exhibit t,hc sarnc performance for sample 
periods of less than one day. 

Figure 5 is the same Allan Variance plot now extended out to 5 days with GPS dat,a obtained using 
the Time and Rate control algorithm. A peak of 1.2 x is st:t>n a t  a r of 2 days, caust,d by the 
disciplining process. The upper (+) plot represents the undisciplirieti Allan Variance plot, of an FRS-C 
Rubidium oscillator. The upward trend representing long t r rm drift and aging of t, t~r:  oscillator is not 
present in the disciplined oscillator Allan Variance plot. 

Figure 6 is an  Allan Variance plot of the Ratc control algorithm. Not,c t,hc consistent trend downwards 
until again the disciplining process brings the stability up to  a 1.2 x 10-l2 peak, this t,irr~c a t  a r or 
sample average of 1 day. Afterwards the graph pcaks again a t  3 days at  7.0 x 10-13 due to thc: cyclic 
effects of the disciplining process. Again note the elimination o f  long term drift ar~cl agirig af the 
oscillator, 

The daily frequency error for the Disciplined Rubidium using Rate corllrol can t)c sccn in Figure 7. A 
weekly cyclical frequency error he tween G PS and the R,uhidium can be sevrl in  t h is  plot. It is urlclcar 
as t o  why this cyclical error exists, but it is evidently in tlie Rut~iclil~rn oscillator arltl tiistiplining 
process as Figlire 8 shows the same cyclic error when the Kilbicljilm is corrlparetl to thc  Ccsiurn. A 
possible reason could be the response characteristic of the Rubidiurn to  srrlall control voltage dianges. 
The average frequency crror offset of this algorithm is 1.2 x 10-l2 and t,hr. pcnk error is 2.2 x 10-''. 

With the frequency offset and stability performance above, Figure 9 shows t,hc pc;tk daily time crror 
of the  Rubidium when tirne error is removed once per day. The nlrtxirrlurrl claily peak error rricltsured 
was 180 ns t o  the GPS receiver. For smaller time errors, ttlc. c:rror removal process c o ~ ~ l ( l  be performed 
more frequently. 

Figure 10 is a graph of daily frequency accuracy of the 'I'irnc and Rate control ;-tlgorit,t~m with respect, 
to  GPS. The maximum daily averagcd frequency error sccrl is 3.0 x 10-12, ancl, L~ccn~lse of the Tirrie 
control component of the algorithm, the frequency error is ct:nt.crctI i i b o ~ t  zero. Ttlc: lal-gc fi.111 cycle 
transient seen beginning a t  MJII 47,771 was initiated by a randorn walk frt:clr~c~lr.y r-noclulation process. 
The control algorithm required 2 days to  rernove thc step, then procecdccl t,o rcverse the cfrcct,s of 
the step on tirne accumulation with an equal transient i n  the positive direction. This n.lgorithm was 
initially designed for applications prohibiting the use of rnicrosteppir~g i r l  lhc! 1 l l z  output. 

Timing accuracy of the Time and Rate control algorithm can be sc:c:n in Figure 11. Again, t,irne error 
is allowed to  accumulate for a 24 hour period before removal. The time error pc:;tks are shown in this 



plot and do not exceed 250 ns with respect to the GPS receiver. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Timing Accuracy 

Timing accuracy of the GPS-DC clock when corrected daily was 250 ns to the GPS  rccciver and 500 
ns to UTC(USN0).  By removing time error more frequently than the once per day period used for 
these tests, error to UTC(USN0) would be reduced to 250 ns plus the error of the time error removal 
scheme. 

Frequency Accuracy 

Frequency accuracy for the Disciplined Rubidium oscillator was improved from 1.0 x lo-' pcr year to 
3.0 x 10-l2 for Time and Ratc control and 2.2 x 10-l2 for Rate control. As all effcct,s nf ag in ,~  and 
long term drift have been removed, these values are now coilstant. 

Frequency Stability 

Long term frequency stability achieved with this oscillator was 1.0 x 10-l2 with H.atc control and 
3.0 x 10-l2 with Time and Rate control. The Rate control algorithm also shows a trend towards 
better long term stability, achieving 3.0 x 1 0 ~ ' ~  at 5 days (Figure 9). Aging and long terrrl drift effects 
have been removed through the disciplining process. Short term frequency stability was not affected. 

TABLE I 
( Frequency 1 Frequency 

Accuracy Stability I -m 

I 
 CESIUM[^^^] 3.0 x 10-l2 2.0 x 10-l2 

(over Cs tube life) 
(typical performance) 3.0 x 10-13 2.0 x lo-'" 

Q 1 day) 

RUBIDIUM DISCIPLINED 3.0 x 10-l2 2.5 x 10-l2 
(@ 1 day) 

WITII TIME AND RATE 1.0 x 10-l2 
(Q 5 days) 

CONTROL 
RUBIDIUM DISCIPLINED 2.2 x 10-l2 1.0 x 10-l2 

(Q 1 day) 
WITH RATE CONTROT, 3.0 x lo-l3 

(@ 5 clays) 

The Rubidium oscillator's long term drift specifications of 5.0 x lo-'' per month and 5.0 x 10--1° per 
year have effectively been reduced to the long term drift of UTC(USN0) , the timc stlrlrce for the GPS 
system. 



A direct comparison of Cesium oscillator frequency accuracy and stability spccificrit,ions to results 
obtained with the Rubidium Disciplining process is sumrriarized in Ta1)lc 1. 

This test has shown that  a local R u b i d i ~ ~ m  oscillator disciplined to GPS can appro act^ t,he long terrri 
stability and frequency accuracy of a Cesium oscillator, with the added advantage, of offeririg time 
traceable t o  UTC(USN0). Performance may be irrlproved by disciplining an  oscillator with better 
stability specifications, and by reducing the control sample pcriod. 

APPENDIX 

A word on algorithm development: 

The Time and Rate control algorithm was designed to addrcss the following basic clock matlicrnalical 
model: 

1 ,. 
~ ( t )  = xo + yet + - 0 t 2  2 + ~ ( t )  

Where x ( t )  is the time error of the clock a t  time t ,  xu is thr initial synchrcjnizatinn error at  L = 0, 
yo is the initial frequency offset a t  t = 0 (syntonization error), D is t,hc frequency drift tcr7-n and e ( t )  
represents all random fluctuations of the clock. 

The Time and Rate control algorithm responds to  the first, 2 ternls of thc cclilntion with zt:ro crror 
and can effectively remove them. The algorithm responds to the third t crm, Ut2 with :i, r:onst,ant time 
error, the magnitude proportional t o  D, the 2nd derivative of this third t,crrn. For the fourth and last 
term, e ( t ) ,  the algorithm will minimize the effects of Randorrl Walk of Prequcricy on time error over 
the long term by forcing an artificial and opposite Random Walk event. Frcquency stability in the 
range of 1 t o  3 days is degraded using this method. In srlmrning u p  the respnnse to  Equat,ion 1 ,  the 
Time and Rate control algorithm will exhibit zero frequency error ar-itl a srr~all, constant timing crror. 

The Rate control algorithm is a frequency locked loop and is desigricd according t80 Lclurttiori 2: 

Where y ( t )  is the frequency error of the clock source at  time t ,  yo is the init,ial frequency error a t  
t = 0, D is again the long term drift of the clock source, and e ( t )  represents tlie ranclorr~ fluctuations 
of the clock. The algorithm will respond to Equation 2 with a srxiall frequency error proportional to  
the derivative of the second term, D, and will minimize llarldorrl Walk FM contained wi th in  e(t) .  In 
summing up the response to Equation 2, the Rate control algorithm will minirriizt: frcquency instabilily 
and will exhibit a small constant frequency offset. 
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